ABSTRACT


In the implementation of stuffing activities in container terminals semarang obstacles occur, it takes some way to be implemented by the container terminal Semarang to support the process of container stuffing more leverage. This is done because the stuffing container activity in container terminal semarang obstacles. After make observations the researcher wants to know how to overcome the obstacles that occur when the stuffing container activities in container terminal semarang. By looking at it, the authors are interested to examine the problem solving in the inhibition of stuffing container activities by extending the width of the field, increasing the number of tools, and providing its own block for stuffing activities.

In this research used a qualitative method that produces descriptive data in the form of written words from people and observed behavior by collecting data in the form of approach to the object through observation, interview directly to the subject and using documents and data related to the stuffing container.

In implementing these steps are expected to be resolved quickly and precisely, so that stuffing container can be done as expected. So the field or facility is very influential place in the smoothness of stuffing.
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